TAP DANCING
Great news! We have an experienced
dancer who would be willing to lead
this group. Now we need some more
people to join the few we have already. It is fantastic exercise and
great fun!

PILGRIM’S PROGRESS – Medieval to Modern
There is a growing interest in pilgrimages today. There are many routes used by
pilgrims in the UK with the number increasing annually. Guy Vowles has been
researching the routes of medieval pilgrims in North Gloucestershire and has
made some interesting discoveries. He would like to set up a group, which
would first meet to discuss the relevant routes and later go to visit some of
them.
It should be fascinating!

THE MAGIC TRIANGLE
This group would be for anyone interested in practising, discovering and
performing magic from beginner to
grand master level. You would be expected to have at least some rudimentary conjuring skills but experienced
magicians would be very welcome.

Investment Group
Would anybody be interested in joining
an investment group? We already have
some interest and there is somebody
who has been in a similar group before
who would be prepared to help set it up.

It would need to set its own rules for membership and organise itself legally.
Guidelines are available to help set up such a group. It would be helpful to have
people with both a financial and legal background.

Out for Lunch
We now have someone who is prepared
to lead a second group. There are already a small group of people waiting to
join. It would be an excellent way of
making new friends.

For further information about any of the above new groups
please contact
Janet Ropner at groups@cheltenhamu3a.org,uk

OTHER NEW GROUPS
LATIN FOR BEGINNERS
If anybody is interested in joining this group please contact
groups@cheltenhamu3a.org.uk

BEGINNERS GREEK
The current group have moved on to a level which would make it difficult for a
complete beginner to join them. We are happy to set up a new group for complete beginners if anyone is interested.

ANOTHER BOOK GROUP
All the existing book groups are full. There is interest in setting up a new group.
If you are interested
please contact groups@cheltenhamu3a.org.uk

CONTACT
For further information about these new groups please contact
Janet Ropner at groups@cheltenhamu3a.org,uk

